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This paper is a continuation of the study of those 3-manifolds which are obtained by Dehn 
filling on a surface bundle, N, over S’ and directed toward the question: which 3.manifolds, M, 
have fundamental group, r,(M), virtually Z-representable (have a finite sheeted covering space 
G+M withP,(G)=rankH,(%)>O)? 
We note that p,(N) -&(aN) is a lower bound for {p,(M): M a filling of N} and show that 
any excess over this lower bound occurs only when the filling parameters include the boundary 
curves of an incompressible, boundary incompressible surface in N. 
The existence of an orientation reversing involution on a closed 3-manifold, M, is almost enough 
to imply that r,(M) be virtually Z-representable. We show that if k is any knot in S3 which is 
invariant under an orientation reversing involution r of S3 with Fix r c k (such as the figure eight 
knot), and !I? is a branched cover of S3, branched over k, then there is an orientation reversing 
involution on fi covering 7 if and only if the monodromy representation n,(S3 - k) + S, of ?? 
factors through n,((S3 - k)/~). We apply this to several general classes of branched coverings of 
S3, branched over the figure eight knot. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57N10, E 
1. Introduction 
This paper is a continuation of [8] in the study of those 3-manifolds which are 
obtained by Dehn filling (see below) on a surface bundle over S’ and directed 
toward the question: which 3-manifolds, M, have fundamental group, r,(M), 
virtually Z-representable (have a finite sheeted covering space 16 + M with /3,( I%) = 
rank H,(G) > O)? 
A 3-manifold, M, that is obtained from a 3-manifold, N, by attaching solid tori 
by identifying their boundaries to boundary tori of N is said to be obtained by a 
Dehnfilling of N. The Dehn fillings of a 3-manifold, N, are determined by a collection 
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of isotopy classes of simple closed curves, which we call the Jilling parameters-one 
for each ‘filled’ torus component of aN which determines the meridian disk of the 
‘filling’ solid torus. 
Given a finite sheeted covering p : fi + N and a Dehn filling M of N there is a 
uniquely determined Dehn filling, fi, of fi for which p extends to a map of A? to 
M. The extended map will be a branched covering, branched over the core curves 
of the filling solid tori of M. The filling parameters of I\;r will be lifts of the filling 
parameters of M. The branch curves of fi will be the cores of its filling solid tori, 
and the branching index around such a branch curve will be the number of times 
the corresponding filling parameter covers its image. In case each filling parameter 
of 5 projects homeomorphically (i.e. p.+(rri(fi)) contains all of the conjugates of 
all of the filling parameters of M) then M + M will be a covering space (unbranched). 
In this case we say that the covering 6 + N and the filling M of N are compatible. 
It is known [lo] that every closed, orientable 3-manifold can be obtained from 
a compact surface bundle over S’, with connected boundary, by Dehn filling. It is 
also known [9] that there is an abundance of universal knots in S3-knots with the 
property that every closed, orientable 3-manifold is a branched cover of S3 branched 
over the knot. The simplest of these universal knots, the figure eight knot, is a surface 
bundle over S’. Thus we see that the title topic gives two different approaches to 
the general study of 3-manifolds. 
For N a surface bundle over S’, p,(N) - &(aN) is a lower bound for {/3,(M): M 
a filling of N}. We begin here by showing in Section 2 that any excess, P,(M) > 
p,(N) -&,(aN), occurs only when the filling parameters include the boundary 
curves of an incompressible, boundary incompressible surface in N. When N is a 
covering space, such a surface would project to a singular incompressible surface 
in the base. This raises interesting questions about singular incompressible surfaces 
in universal knot complements. 
In [6,7] we showed that the existence of an orientation reversing involution on 
a closed 3-manifold, M, is almost enough to imply that T,(M) be virtually Z- 
representable. We show in Section 3 that if k is any knot in S3 which is invariant 
under an orientation reversing involution T of S3 with Fix TC k (such as the figure 
eight knot), and k is a branched cover of S3, branched over k, then there is an 
orientation reversing involution on A? covering T if and only if the monodromy 
representation (see below) r,(S3 - k) + S, of fi factors through x,(( S3 - k)/T). In 
the remainder of the paper we apply this to several general classes of branched 
coverings of S3, branched over the figure eight knot. 
The terminology will continue that of [8] with the following additions. In general 
we understand the monodromy of a fiber bundle to be a description of the action 
of the fundamental group of the base space on the fiber. We use this term here in 
two specific situations. The monodromy of a bundle over S’ with fiber, F, is the 
homeomorphism f: F+ F which determines the bundle as F x R/(x, t) - 
(f(x), t-t 1). The monodromy representation of a q-sheeted covering space fi+ N 
means the homomorphism of ni(N) to the symmetric group, S,, describing the 
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action on the fiber. Recall that this representation provides a one to one correspon- 
dence between the equivalence classes of q-sheeted coverings of N and conjugacy 
classes of transitive representations of r,(N) to S,. Recall also that for a 
homomorphism y : 7~r( N) + G and a subgroup H of index q <CO in y( rrr( N)) the 
monodromy representation of the covering space of N corresponding to y-‘(H) is 
naturally identified with y followed by the action of y(rr,(N)) on the cosets of H. 
Finally by the monodromy representation of a branched cover we will mean the 
monodromy representation, as above, of the corresponding unbranched cover obtained 
by removing open regular neighborhoods of the branch set and locus. 
2. Singular boundary curves 
As noted in [S], there is a natural lower bound for the first betti number all the 
fillings of a surface bundle. Any excess over this lower bound occurs only when the 
filling parameters are boundary curves: 
2.1. Theorem. Let N be an orientable surface bundle over S’ with fiber a compact 
orientable surface, F, and monodromy g : F + F. If M is any Dehn filling of N then 
P,(M) 2 P,(N) -IA 
= 1 + rank Fix{g, : H,(F) + H,(F)} 
-rank Fix{g,: H,(dN)+ H,(dN). 
Moreover if P,(M) > f3,( N) - p,(aN), then there is an incompressible, boundary 
incompressible surface in N whose boundary consists of a nonempty collection offilling 
parameters. 
Proof. The first part follows just as in Theorem 4.1 of [8] (which was stated in 
terms of coverings only because of the context in which it was being applied). 
Now suppose that M is some filling of N and that r = p,(M) > 0. Let x1, . . . , x, 
be a basis for H,( M)/torsion. The homomorphism r,(M) + if’+ Z (ith summand) 
is induced by a map of M to a circle. By doing surgery on the inverse image of a 
point, and repeating for each i, we obtain a collection S, , . . . , S, of closed, 2-sided, 
incompressible (possibly disconnected) surfaces in M such that for any loops, (Y, 
in Ma represents C ((Y, S,)x, in H, (M)/torsion-where ( ,) is the oriented intersection 
number. We isotope these surfaces so that they intersect the filling solid tori in 
meridian disks and the number of these disks is minimized. Then each component 
of U S, n N is incompressible and boundary incompressible in N. Thus if IJ S, n 
aN # 0 we obtain the desired conclusion. 
So we now suppose that U S, = Int N. The Xi’s can be represented by loops, (Y~, 
in N. The relation (ai, S,) = 6,,, continues to hold in N; so (~r,. . , CT, represent 
linearly independent elements of H,(N). Now there are s = &,( ~3 N) linearly indepen- 
dent elements of H,(N) which are represented by a loops, flj (1 c j s s), in aN. 
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Since (p,, Si) = 0 for all i and j, cy, , . . . , a,, /3,, . . . , & represent linearly independent 
elements of H,(N) and we must have /3,(N) 2 /3r(M)+p,,(aN). The opposite 
inequality from the first part of the theorem then yields the conclusion P,(M) = 
P,(N) - PII( 0 
The Set of all boundary curue systems (of incompressible, boundary incompressible 
surfaces in N) is known to be ‘small’-a set of less than half the dimension of a 
natural completion of H,(aN) [5]. Thus either all or only a ‘small’ set of fillings of 
N have positive first betti number according as p,(N) > &(aN) or not. 
Now in the case that we have a covering, I?+ N, which extends to a (possibly 
branched) covering, fi + M, of some filling, M, of N the filling parameters of 16 
project to (multiples of) the filling parameters of M. An incompressible surface in 
fi satisfying the conclusion of Theorem 2.1 (relative to I? and fi) would project 
to a singular surface in N whose boundary curves are (multiples of) the filling 
parameters. This prompts the following definition. We call a collection of homotopy 
classes of loops in the boundary of a 3-manifold, N, a singular boundary curve system 
provided that there is a compact orientable surface, F, and a 2-sided immersion 
(trivial normal bundle) 
f:(F,aF)+(N,aN) withboth f*:r,(F)+r,(M) and 
injective and such that the restrictions off to the boundary components of F are, 
up to orientation, in the collection. We will refer to such an immersion as a singular, 
2-sided, incompressible, and boundary incompressible surface in N and say that it 
realizes the given curve system. At times we may consider weighted singular boundary 
curve systems in which the numbers (subject to the obvious homological restriction) 
of occurrences of each curve and its inverse in some realization are specified. 
We feel that it is important to try to classify the (weighted) singular boundary 
curve systems in any universal knot complement-in particular for the figure eight 
knot complement. For this example it is known [ 1,4] that the nonsingular boundary 
curve systems are precisely: 
{AI, {p4A] and {PEA-‘) 
in terms of the standard meridian, longitude pair p, A. To this list we add the 
following singular boundary curve systems: 
(~~1, {PA] and &A-‘). 
The justification comes from Theorem 2.1 together with the calculations of [8, section 
51. The second (so by symmetry the third) comes from the case, p = 13, of [8] which 
shows a jump of one: p,(G) = 3, @,(I?) -&(afi) = 2 for the filling of fi which 
covers the l/l surgery on the figure eight knot. The first comes from the case, p = 3, 
which shows that /3,( fi3) - Po(afi3) = 0, together with the computation (easily pro- 
vided by the same means) which shows that the filling, A?, of fix which is a 4-fold 
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unbranched cover of the 3-fold cyclic branched cover of S3 branched over the figure 
eight knot has H,( A?) = ZOZOZ. In fact it is the case that A? = S’ x S’ x S’. The 
results of Sections 3 and 4 suggest that {pUZk+’ } may be a singular boundary curve 
system for all k > 0. 
3. Coverings of involutions 
In [6,7] we showed that a 3-manifold, M, which admits an orientation reversing 
involution has r,(M) virtually Z-representable-or else n,(M) has some group 
theoretic peculiarities which would be prohibited, say, by having a subgroup of 
even index. The figure eight knot is invariant under an orientation reversing invol- 
ution of S’ which reverses the orientation of the knot. The next theorem establishes 
precisely when the involution on such a ‘strongly (-)-amphicheiral’ knot lifts to an 
involution of a branched cover over the knot. 
3.1. Theorem. Let M be a Dehn filling of a compact orientable 3-manifold, N, and 
suppose there is an orientation reversing involution T: M + M with r(N) = N and 
Fix( r/ N) = 8. If p : fi + M is a branched cover, branched over the core(s) of M - N 
then there is an (orientation reversing) involution 7: fi + &% covering r if and only if 
the monodromy representation cp : TT,( N) + S, extends to a homomorphism 
$:T,(N/T)+S,. 
Proof. Suppose that r is covered by an involution 7”: A% + A? (necessarily reversing 
orientation). Put fi = pP’( N) and note that ?( fi) = fi and Fix( 51 fi) = 0. Thus we 
have a commutative diagram of covering maps: 
7 
N - N/r 
in which both p and p, have the same number, say q, of sheets. We can index the 
fibers of p and p, respectively so that ij preserves indices. With this choice it is 
clear that the monodromy representation of p, extends that of p when we identify 
r,(N) with a subgroup of ~,(N/T) via n*. 
Now suppose that we have an extension: 
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of the monodromy representation, cp, of p: fi + N. Then Cc, is certainly a transitive 
representation and so determines some q-sheeted covering p, : X + N/r. For 
appropriate choices of base points we have 
p,(,rr,(fi)) = cPPl(Stab(1)) and p,*(r,(X)) = r,-‘(Stab(l)). 
We set get a factorization: 
i 
N-X 
where ;i is a 2-sheeted, hence regular, covering. Let ?: fi + fi be the nontrivial 
covering transformation. For each .C E fi either 
(i) p{(Z) = up, or 
(ii) p;(Z) = p(T). 
Since both are open conditions either (i) holds for all 2 E % or (ii) holds for all 2 
and F is a covering transformation of p : fi + N. In the second case we get a lifting 
f3: X + N with 77 0 0 = p,. But then it follows that 
e,(~-,(X))c q,l($P’(Stab(l)) = q-‘(Stab(l)) 
and so 
pl*(rl(X))c q,(cp-‘(Stab(l)))= ~*p*(~,(fi7)). 
This is impossible since q.+p*( V,(G)) has index 2q in rr,( N/r) where as p,*( T,(X)) 
has index q in rr,(N/~). 
Finally it is clear that ? extends to an involution of the filling, A?, of fi parametrized 
by the components of the inverse, under p, of the filling parameters of M, and that 
p extends to a branched covering fi + M, 0 
The following generalizes Theorem 4.1 of [7]. 
3.2. Corollary. Let k be a knot in a homology 3-sphere, M, which is invariant under 
an orientation reversing involution 7: M + M with Fix r c k and let A?, be the j-fold 
branched cyclic cover of M branched over k. Then for any odd j 
(1) there is an orientation reversing involution on Gj covering r, and 
(2) if M = S3 and o( 7r,(fij)) > 2, then rrI(fij) is virtually Z-representable as is 
any other branched cover of S3, branched over k, whose branching indices are all equal 
to j. 
Proof. We apply the above theorem with N the complement of an open regular 
neighborhood of k. By Smith theory T must reverse orientation on k and hence 
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must leave some meridian, /A, of ?JN invariant. Now n,(N) is the semi-direct product 
of its commutator subgroup, [n,(N), r,(N)], by the infinite cyclic group generated 
by p and, after the identification of n,(N) with a subgroup of index two in v,( N/T), 
we see that n,( N/r) is the semi-direct product of [7~,( N), r,(N)] by the infinite 
cyclic subgroup generated by a square root, u, of p. 
The image of the monodromy representation cp : rl( N) + S, is cyclic of order j. 
In particular cp ([ n1 (N), r,(N)] = 1. Putting j = 2m + 1 we get the desired extension 
of cp by taking v to (cp(~))““. This completes the proof of part (1). 
If M = S3 then, since A?, is a regular branched cover of S3 it follows from [ 1 l] 
that 7r,( A?,) is half way residually finite-is either finite or has subgroups of arbitrarily 
large finite index. It then follows from [7, Corollary 3.31 and the assumption that 
o( r,(A?,)) > 2 that z-,( fij) is virtually Z-representable. 
Now let p : fi + S3 be any branched cover, branched over k, with branching index 
j at each point of p-‘(k) and let p: 6’ + N be the associated unbranched cover. 
Now by the first part of (2) there is a finite sheeted (unbranched) covering r : X + 6, 
with /3,(X) > 0. Consider the associated unbranched coverings: 
r _ 4 
X - M, - s’ 
u u u 
. 
Y-N-N 
J 
Each of the subgroups p*( T,( fi)) and (qr),( v,( Y)) or n,(N) has the property that 
each of its conjugates intersects the subgroup generated by a meridian, /1, in the 
group generated by pcLJ; hence so does their intersection, H. Let Z+ N be the 
covering space corresponding to H. Then Z covers both k and Y; moroever Z fills 
to a closed 3-manifold, W, which is an unbranched cover of both 6 and X. Since 
p,(W) 3 p,(X), we are done. 0 
For a specific knot the condition o( 7r,( fij)) > 2 is easily checked using the formula 
of [3]. For the figure eight knot these orders form an increasing sequence beginning 
with o( v,( fiz)) = 5. Thus we see: 
3.3. Every branched cover of S3, branched over the jgure eight knot, all of whose 
branching indices are the same odd integer has virtually Z-representable fundamental 
group. 
For later applications we state the following which follows directly from the 
aguments for Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of [6], although the statement is apparently 
stronger. One argues to the case in which M has a separating, incompressible 
surface, S, such that T interchanges the components of M-S. If S has odd genus 
then P,(M) > 0. If not then there is such a surface s” in h? with odd genus and 
Pl(fi)>O. 
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3.4. Theorem. Let M be a closed, orientable 3-manifold which admits an orientation 
S 
reversing involution T : M + M with dim Fix r = 0. If M + M is any even sheeted regular 
covering for which r is covered by an involution i: 6f + A?, then p,(k) > 0. 
4. Branched covers over the figure eight knot 
The figure eight knot is strongly (-)-amphicheiral as is well known. In terms of 
the description of its ‘closed’ complement as a surface bundle 
N=FxR/(x, t)-(f(x), t+1) 
with fiber a once punctured torus, F, and monodromy f: F + F (as in [S]), this 
follows from the fact that f has an orientation reversing square root: 
4.1. Let h : F + F be rejlection in the diagonalfollowed by a negative Dehn twist along 
y. Then h* is (isotopic to) the monodromy, f; for the figure eight knot complement, 
h,(x) = Y, f*(x) = XYP1 
h,(y) = xy-‘, f*(Y) = y2x-‘, 
and the map (x, t) + (h(x), t + 5) induces an orientation reversing involution 
7: N-N 
such that N/r is the nonorientable surface bundle with fiber, F, and monodromy, h. 
From this description it is easy to identify the fundamental groups: 
4.2. ri( N) =(x, y, /A,.: /AX/_-’ = xy-‘, pypcL’ = y*x-‘) 
I 
/.I, = V2 
z-,( N/ T) =(x, y, V: VXY~’ = y, ZJyY = xy-1). 
Combining this with Theorem 3.1 we obtain: 
4.3. Algorithm. Let cp : ni( N) + S, be the monodromy representation of a branched 
cover, fi + S3, branched over the figure eight knot. In order to determine whether 
there is an involution 7: fi -+ fi covering 7 it suffices to: 
(1) Find all square roots, a, of (p(p) in S, -Write q(p) as a product of disjoint 
cycles. The number of cycles of each even length must be even; otherwise (p(p) has 
no square root in S,. Each product of two cycles of the same length (even or odd): 
(a,a, . . * a,)(b,b, . . . b,) 
has the square root 
(a,b,a2b2. . * a,b,). 
Of course there are n such square roots obtained by varying the relative cyclic 
ordering. Each cycle, c, of length 2j + 1 has the square root ci+‘. By partitioning the 
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cycles of q(p) into pairs of cycles of the same length with the remaining cycles of 
odd length, applying the above, and adding arbitrary transpositions on any unused 
symbols we generate all square roots of (p(p). 
(2) For each square root, a, from (1) check the relations: 
acp(xW’ = P(Y), o-cp(y)a_’ = cp(xy_‘). 
The the involution 7: fi + R/i covering r exists if and only if there is a v from 
(1) satisfying the relations of (2). 
From the hyperbolic structure on Int N we have the discrete, faithful representa- 
tion y : n-,(N) -+ PSL(2, h[ w]); where 1 + w + w* = 0, given by: 
Now the full group, Isom(W’), of isometries of hyperbolic 3-space can be identified 
with the semidirect product of PSL(2, C) by the Zz generated by the involution 
K : z+ Z of @, the action of izz on PSL(2, C) is given by KCXK-’ = Cu; for (Y E PSL( 2,C) 
and ~5 represented by the conjugate matrix. 
4.4. y : n,(N) + PSL(2, C) extends to a complete, faithful representation 6: T,( N/ r) + 
Isom(W3) by defining 
s(V)= :, y2 OK. ( > 
As in [8] there is, for every prime p, a homomorphism Z[ w] + Z,( w)-the extension 
of Z, by the polynomial 1-t x + x2 which, using quadratic reciprocity, is the field of 
order p* or p according as p = 2 mod 3 or not. Then y induces a representation 
‘yp: n,(N) + pw2, qJw)). 
In the case w g Z, there is a conjugation on Z,(w) obtained by taking w to w2 (the 
other root of 1 +x+x* = 0) which is consistent with the conjugation on Z[ w] c C. 
Thus we can define a iZ2 extension, I-,, of PSL(2,Z,(w)) analogous to the extension 
Isom(W3) of PSL(2, C) and define an extension 
6 ,,: ~,(N/r)+r~; p=2mod3 
of y,,. Combining this with Theorem 3.1 we obtain: 
4.5. Theorem. For any prime p = 2 mod 3 and any subgroup, H, of even index in 
y,,( T,( N)) such that H has an index two extension K c r,, with K n PSL(2,Z,(w)) = H, 
let fi + N be the covering corresponding to yP’( H) and A% + S3 the corresponding 
branched cover. Then fi admits an orientation reversing involution and V,(G) is 
virtually Z-representable. 
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Proof. The monodromy representation of A? + S3 is y, followed by the action of 
image(y,) on the cosets of H. Since there is a natural identification of the coset 
spaces ~,(T,(N))/H and S,(rrr(N/~))lK, this is extended by S,, followed by the 
action of image (8,) on the cosets of K. Thus by 3.1 we have an orientation reversing 
involution 6 : ii2 -+ li?. 
For p = 2 a calculation yields that y2( CG-,( N)) = the dihedral group of order 10. 
There is only one applicable case-the 5 fold branched cyclic cover which is handled 
by 3.2. Thus we assume p is odd. 
By [7, Theorem 3.11, rrr(fi) is virtually Z-representable except possibly in the 
case that 7” has exactly two fixed points. Now iI I? is fixed point free and 7’ will 
interchange some components of afi in pairs and leave the other components of 
aI? invariant while reversing their orientation. It follows then that the number of 
fixed points of 7” is twice the number of f-invariant components of aI?. 
By checking the image of the longitude, [x, y], of N under rp one sees that 
r,(r,(aN)) =Z,OZ,. Thus each component of afi is an odd sheeted cover of an! 
But I?+ N is even sheeted; so there must be an even number of ?-invariant 
components of afi and, hence, an even number of pairs of fixed points of 7. 0 
We do not, in general, know what the image of yp precisely is. This complicates 
somewhat the statement, as well as the application, of the above theorem. However 
we do know that o( ~,(T,(N))) is always even. This follows from the fact [2] that 
the non-abelian subgroups of PSL(2, Finite field) are conjugate to groups of upper 
triangular matrices. An easy calculation shows that there is no matrix conjugating 
both -yp(p) and y,(x) to upper triangular matrices. We use this fact to establish the 
following consequence. Let r.+ : rTTI( N) + r,(N) be induced by 7 and base point 
change by a path in aN. 
4.6. Corollary. For an odd prime p = 2 mod 3 and for L any r.+-invariant subgroup 
of r,(a N) let M + S3 be the branched cover determined from H = yP( L) as in Theorem 
4.5. Then T,(G) is virtually Z-representable. 
Proof. Since o(H), a divisor of p2, is odd and, as above, o( y,(n,( N))) is even, H 
has even index. Then r,-invariance of L gives the extension, K, of H necessary to 
apply 4.5. 0 
4.7. Corollary. Let fi + S3 be the regular branched cover obtained as in Corollary 
4.6 but with L = ker yp. Then /I,( A?) > 0. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3.4 to the regular, even sheeted unbranched covering A? + h?p 
over the p-fold cyclic branched covering of S’. 0 
We are interested in the source (as in Theorem 2.1) of this homology-does it 
come from the completion of the corresponding unbranched covering, I?+ N, or 
from filling along boundary curves. 
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4.8. Question. For the figure eight knot for which j is pi a singular boundary curve? 
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